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Dependence of the magnetization and remanence of single-domain
particles on the second cubic anisotropy constant
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Magnetization and remanent magnetization curves for noninteracting single-domain particles with
cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy have been calculated, taking into account the first two
anisotropy constants. The dependencies of the saturation remanence, coercivity, remanence
coercivity, anddM plots on the anisotropy constants ratio have been discussed. It has been found
that the calculated saturation remanence shows maxima in the vicinity of the spin-reorientation
transition points for both negative and positive first cubic anisotropy constants. The remanent
magnetization for the case when the face diagonals^110& are the easiest magnetization orientations
has been analytically determined as well. It has been shown that when more than one type of easiest
directions coexist, the remanence of the system can only be obtained numerically because of the
history dependence of the remanent magnetization for some particles’ configurations. The predicted
remanence behavior for systems representing spin-reorientation has been compared with that of a
Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 powder sample, and an excellent agreement between numerical and experimental data
has been found. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415062#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanostructured materials at present attract much at
tion because of the wide range of their actual and poten
technological applications. Among them are magnetic
cording, ferrofluids, catalysts, color imaging, and pigme
in paints and ceramics.

The calculation of the hysteresis behavior of such s
tems has been subjected to considerable attention over
riod of many years. The first systematic model studies w
performed for an assembly of uniaxial single-domain p
ticles in 1948 by Stoner and Wohlfarth1 and subsequently a
lot of papers have been published on this subject. The
dicted remanent magnetization,Mr , for a random assembly
of such uniaxial anisotropy particles is equal to 0.5Ms ,
whereMs is the saturation magnetization.

Materials with multiaxial cubic or competing types o
magnetic anisotropy have been widely studied experim
tally and, to a lesser extent, theoretically. Partial magnet
tion curve calculations for the case of cubic magnetocrys
line anisotropy have been done in 1961 by Johnson
Brown2 and in 1966 by Lee and Bishop.3 The series expan
sions of Gans,4 the integration of Kaya,5 and the interpola-
tion of Stoner and Rhodes6 give an Mr of 0.8312Ms and
0.8660Ms for positive and negative first-order magnetocry
talline anisotropy constantK1 , respectively. Whole hyster
esis loops were not determined by these authors since it
revealed that for a cubic anisotropy particle, though it
always possible to calculate the critical orientation and
critical magnetic field at which a certain magnetization st

a!Electronic mail: julian@if.ufrgs.br
6240021-8979/2001/90(12)/6243/8/$18.00
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loses its stability and a discontinuous jump of the magn
zation starts, there may be available several stable mag
zation positions where this jump may terminate. Th
strictly speaking, it is impossible to obtain a complete hy
teresis loop for an individual particle.2,3 Fortunately, the
shape of the hysteresis loop and the coercivity of rand
particle assembly with cubic anisotropy are almost indep
dent on the precise sequence of irreversible rotations wh
occur during the reversal process, as shown by Usov
Peschany.7

The first complete hysteresis loops have been calcula
in 1974 by Joffe and Heuberger.8 Most recently, Geshev
et al.9,10 have reported theoretical predictions on the therm
magnetic and remanence curves of such systems, and W
et al.11,12 extended the work of Joffe and Heuberger by ta
ing into account the effects of thermally activated magne
zation reversal on the magnetization and remanent mag
zation curves.

Theoretical results have also been obtained for the r
anent magnetization of single-domain particles having mix
uniaxial anisotropies by Wohlfarth and Tonge;13 several
cases of anisotropy made up of cubic magnetocrystalline
uniaxial components have been investigated by Tonge
Wohlfarth,14 Arrott,15 and Geshevet al.16,17

For most of the cubic anisotropy materials, the first tw
anisotropy constantsK1 and K2 are comparable in magni
tude, and at room temperature usuallyK1.K2 . Even when
K15K2 , the contribution of the term containingK2 to the
difference between maximum and minimum anisotropy
ergy is only 1/9 of the contribution of the term containin
K1 , i.e., in most of the cases the term containingK2 is small
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Directions of easiest, intermediate, and hardest magnetization, and the corresponding anis
fields for cubic anisotropy.

K1 1 1 1 2 2 2

K2 1` to 29K1/4 29K1 2` to 9uK1u/4 9uK1u
29uK1u/4 to 29K1 to 2` 9uK1u/4 to 9uK1u to 1`

Easiest 100 100 111 111 110 110
Intermediate 110 111 100 110 111 100
Hardest 111 110 110 100 100 111
Anisotropy field 2K1 /Ms

4
3(K11

1
3K2)/Ms (K11

1
2K2)/Ms
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compared to the one containingK1 . However, for magneti-
zation reversal in some specific crystallographic planes,
contribution of the term containingK2 could not be ne-
glected. For example, if the rotation of the magnetizat
vector takes place in the@111# plane, theK1 term is a con-
stant and the anisotropy is determined by the higher o
energy terms.

Even when theK1 term is not constant, the influence o
K2 on the magnetization of a material can be crucial. B
K1 andK2 are temperature dependent,K1 can pass through
zero at a certain temperature, so theuK2 /K1u ratio can be
very high in some temperature range; in such cases one
take into account the term containingK2 in the energy ex-
pression in order to explain the magnetic behavior of
material. Rare-earth iron garnets18 and rare-earth iron ternar
cubic Laves phase compounds19–21 are examples of such
magnetic systems. Some numerical results on the influe
of K2 on the hysteresis loops of noninteracting single dom
particles have been reported by Usov and Peschany7 and by
Garcı́a-Oteroet al.22

In this article, we present detailed model calculations
the magnetization and remanence curves for a disord
system of noninteracting single-domain particles with cu
anisotropy, taking into consideration both the first and
second anisotropy constants. The thermal activation eff
have been neglected and only coherent rotations of the m
netization have been considered. The magnetization calc
tions cover a much widerK2 range than the previous one
The predicted remanence behavior for systems represe
spin-reorientation was compared to the one of
Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 fine powder sample.

II. MODEL

It is well established that in a cubic crystal the energyEa

of magnetization per unit volume can be expressed as a f
tion of the direction cosinesa1 , a2 , anda3 of the magne-
tization vectorM s , referred to the cube axes. In ascendi
powers of the direction cosines, the first two nonconst
terms of the energy expression are

Ea5K1~a1
2a2

21a2
2a3

21a3
2a1

2!1K2a1
2a2

2a3
2. ~1!

It is possible to analytically determine which are t
easiest magnetization directions. Using only theK1 term of
Eq. ~1!, whenK1.0 there are six energy minima along th
principal cube axes, i.e., thê100& directions, and eight
maxima along the body diagonals^111&. When K1,0, the
maxima and minima orientations obtained forK1.0 are in-
s indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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terchanged. There are eight easiest directions of the
^111& and six hardest directions of the type^100&.

When bothK1 andK2 terms are important,Ea may also
be a minimum for̂ 110&. The directions of easiest, interme
diate, and hardest magnetization for all combinations of v
ues ofK1 andK2 , first calculated by Bozorth,23 are given in
Table I. It can be seen that the easiest, intermediate,
hardest directions may have any permutation of the or
^100&, ^110&, and^111&.

When a spherical single-domain particle with cubic a
isotropy is placed in an external magnetic fieldH, the total
free energy of this particle in units of 2uK1u is

h5
1

2
sgn~K1!~a1

2a2
21a2

2a3
21a3

2a1
2!1

K2

2uK1u
a1

2a2
2a3

2

2h cosw. ~2!

Here h is the reduced magnetic field (5HMs/2uK1u) and
cosw is given by

cosw5cosg cosu1sing sinu cos~q2c!,

whereg andq are the polar and the azimuthal angles ofM s ,
andu andc are those ofH; w is the angle betweenM s and
H.

It is difficult to find the minima of the energy function
when HÞ0 and, in general, this can only be done nume
cally. In the present work, magnetizationM (H) and rema-
nenceMr(H) andMd(H) curves for a disordered system o
noninteracting single-domain particles with cubic anisotro
were numerically calculated from Eq.~2! by finding the
anglesg andq for which h is at minimum. For the hysteresi
loop calculations the magnetic field was continuously var
betweenHmax and 2Hmax, whereHmax is higher than the
corresponding anisotropy fieldHa . The two-variable mini-
mization procedure used is described elsewhere.16,17 The dc
demagnetization remanence curveMd(H) is obtained by first
saturating the sample in a positive field and then measu
the remanenceMd after application and removal of negativ
fields.24 The isothermal remanent magnetization cur
Mr(H) is instead obtained by applying and removing t
field H to the demagnetized state; both curves are normal
to Mr(`).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Model hysteresis loops

Several representative hysteresis loops calculated
negative and positiveK1 are shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!,
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
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respectively. It is seen that the saturation remanence, the
ercive field, as well as the shape of the loops are influen
by the K2 value. Although the influence is weaker forK1

.0, which is in accordance with previous calculations,7,22

steps are observed in the second and fourth quadrant
K2 /K1,9 for positive K1 only, which become more pro
nounced for higher absolute values of the ratio. This beh
ior is similar to that of the uniaxial anisotropy case.25

As follows, the dependencies of the remanent magn
zation normalized toMs , the normalized coercivityhc

@5Hc /(2uK1u/Ms)#, and remanence coercivity hr

@5Hr /(2uK1u/Ms)# on the K2 /uK1u ratio are discussed in
detail for negative and positive K1 when K2

P(212K1,6K1); Hc is the coercivity, andHr is the coercive
field of theMd(H) curve @Md(Hr)50#.

B. Saturation remanence

WhenK1,0, as can be seen from Fig. 2~a!, Mr /Ms is
equal to the Gans’ value,4 0.8660 forK2 /uK1uP(2`,2), and
equals 0.9123 forK2 /uK1uP(3,̀ ). theseK2 /uK1u values for
the boundaries of the above two regions can be analytic
determined by equating to zero the first and second pa
derivatives ofEa with respect tog. WhenK2 /uK1u is raised
starting from 2, local minima along thê110& directions ap-
pear, thus increasing the number of the possible reman
directions; as consequence, the remanent magnetizatio
increased, reaching its maximum of 0.9305 forK2 /uK1u
'2.22. A further increase ofK2 /uK1u leads to a decrease o
the remanence because the minima along the four^111& di-
rections become more shallow; these minima vanish
K2 /uK1u.3. For largerK2 /uK1u values there are 12 easie
magnetization orientations along the face diagonals,^110&.
For this case, it is possible to analytically determine the
manence magnetization value by using the procedure
scribed below.

FIG. 1. Representative model hysteresis loops for negative~a! and positive
~b! K1 and differentK2 /uK1u ratios.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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After applying and subsequently removing a sufficien
strong magnetic field, the magnetizations stay along
^110& direction which is closest to the positive field directio
As long as the field direction is in the spherical triangle d
termined by the@101#, @111#, and@001# directions in Fig. 3,
the magnetizations are expected to turn back to the@101#
direction. If f is the angle betweenH and the easiest direc
tion, then the average remanence magnetization is

Mr

Ms
5cosf5E

0

p/4E
0

cot21 cosc
cosf sinu du dcY

E
0

p/4E
0

cot21 cosc
sinu du dc.

FIG. 2. Normalized saturation remanenceMr /Ms ~a!, and the normalized to
2uK1u/Ms coercivity hc and remanence coercivityhr ~b! vs K2 /uK1u for
negativeK1 . The full circles in~b! represent the numerical results obtaine
by Usov and Peschany.

FIG. 3. The range of integration of the integral forMr /Ms.
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
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In the present case the easiest direction is@101#, i.e., cosf
51/A2(cosc sinu1cosu), the denominator in the abov
equation equals 4p/48, thus

Mr5
48Ms

4p E
0

p/4E
0

cot21 cosc 1

A2
~cosc sinu

1cosu!sinu du dc50.9123Ms .

We should emphasize that the numerically calculated
manence coincides with the accuracy of 331025 with the
analytically determined value.

The Mr /Ms vs K2 /K1 dependence for the case of pos
tive K1 is shown in Fig. 4~a!. For K2 /K1P(23,̀ ) , there
are six equivalent easiest magnetization orientations, and
saturation remanence is a constant, equal to the Gans’ v
of 0.8312. The left boundary of this region is easy to
determined by equating to zero the first and second pa
derivatives ofEa to g, and eliminatingg for q5p/4. De-
creasingK2 /K1 from 23, eight additional minima along th
^111& directions appear andMr /Ms increases. It reaches
maximum of 0.926 forK2 /K1'210, and not at the spin
reorientation point, i.e.,K2 /K1529, where there are seve
equivalent easiest magnetization axes along the^100& and
^111& directions; the easiest directions change from^100& to
^111& for lower K2 /K1 values.

A subsequent decrease ofK2 /K1 causes a gradual de
crease of the remanence, which reaches 0.8660 forK2 /K1

52`. The reason is that for positiveK1 , contrary to the
negativeK1 case@when additional local minima exist onl
for K2 /uK1u in the ~2,3! interval#, the local minima along the
^100& directions do not disappear for finite negativeK2 /K1

values, but only become more shallow with the ratio’s d
crease.

FIG. 4. Normalized saturation remanenceMr /Ms ~a!, and the normalized to
2uK1u/Ms coercivity hc and remanence coercivityhr ~b! as a function of
K2 /uK1u for positive K1 ; the full circles in ~b! represent the numerica
results obtained by Usov and Peschany.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The above described procedure can be used to calcu
the Mr /Ms for the K2 /uK1u values at the spin-reorientatio
points. In order to determine the corresponding range of
tegration for positiveK1 andK2529K1 , for example, one
can find the relation betweenc and u corresponding to the
local energy maxima. The result is the solid curve connect
the points of intersection of@101# and @11A7# directions
with the unit sphere in Fig. 3, i.e., c
5 1

2 sin21A(824 csc2 u)/(27 sin2 u216). Using this relation
it is not difficult to calculate the average remanent magn
zations for both cases,@100# or @111# being the easiest axes
as well as their weighted average, which one could expec
be the remanence. This analytically calculated value
0.9122, which is slightly lower than the numerically obtain
one, i.e., 0.9254. The reason is that the seven easiest axe
not regularly distributed in the space, the symmetry of
energy surface is lower than that for only one type of eas
axes and, as a consequence, the remanent magnetization
tributions for some field configurations are history depe
dent. If, for example, the saturation field is applied along
direction given byc50° andu540°, after continuous de
crease of the field the magnetization vector turns back to
@111# direction and not to@100#, as the above static calcula
tion of the integral assumes. In the numerical calculatio
however, this magnetization follows the lowest energy p
during the field’s sweep like in real systems. Thus wh
more than one type of easiest directions coexist in a cu
anisotropy system, the above analytical procedure canno
applied. In the present work the remanent magnetizatio
calculated numerically for these cases.

The lower energy symmetry and the history depend
remanence explain the fact that, for both negative and p
tive K1 , Mr /Ms is maximum forK2 /uK1u values different
from those at the spin-reorientation points, for which t
spatially distributed easiest directions are equivalent~which
only means that long these directions, the energy is minim
and has the same value!.

Figure 5 shows the dependence ofMr /Ms on n, the
number of spatially distributed equivalent easiest axes.
remanent magnetization values for the cases of 1, 2, 3, a
easiest magnetization axes are taken from the literature,
the last three points correspond to the present results.
these values, as well as the corresponding coercivities,
given in Table II. In order to complete the table, the case
two easiest axes has also been considered; the aniso
energy used and the corresponding results are given in
Appendix.

C. Coercivity and remanence coercivity

The dependencies of the normalized to 2uK1u/Ms coer-
civity hc and remanence coercivityhr on K2 /uK1u are shown
in Figs. 2~b! and 4~b! for positive and negativeK1 , respec-
tively, when K2P(212K1,6K1). One can see that in thi
region all of the curves show only one minimum in the v
cinity of the spin-reorientation point; the variation with th
K2 /uK1u is stronger for the case of negativeK1 , and the
increase of the coercivity is more pronounced forK2 /uK1u
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
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values lower than the spin-reorientation point value. For b
positive and negativeK1 , the hc and hr values are very
close.

The coercivity values for certain regions are compa
with the ones calculated by means of direct solution of
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation performed by Usov a
Peschany,7 represented by the full circles in Figs. 2~b! and
4~b!. A very good agreement between our and their calcu
tions is observed.

As discussed above, out of theK2 /uK1u intervals shown
in Figs. 2~a! and 4~a!, the remanence does not show a
peculiarities. The coercivity, however, shows more comp
behavior.hc andHc /Ha as a function ofK2 /uK1u are plotted
in Fig. 6 for K2 /uK1uP(215,50); the expressions for th
anisotropy field26 Ha are given in Table I. Only thehc curve
for positive K1 represents an additional feature not me
tioned above: it has a local maximum ofhc50.352 for
K2 /K1'9, followed by a very slow decrease for further i
crease ofK2 /K1 .

The Hc /Ha dependencies are rather different from t
hc ones. ForK1,0, theHc /Ha curve reaches its maximum
for K2 /uK1u'23.5, has a very sharp local minimum fo

FIG. 5. Normalized saturation remanenceMr /Ms vs n, number of spatially
distributed equivalent easiest axes. The1 symbol corresponds to superpar
magnetic particles;x is for the Stoner–Wohlfarth case; and3 andh give
the Wohlfarth and Tonge and the Gans’ values, respectively. The last
points, the symbolsd, correspond to the present results. The line is onl
guide to the eye.

TABLE II. Normalized remanent magnetization and coercivity for a diffe
ent number of spatially distributed easiest axes,n.

n Mr /Ms Hc /(2uK1u/Ms) Hc /Ha

1 0.5000a 0.479a 0.479a

2 0.7071b .0.416 ,0.304
3 0.8312c .0.292 .0.292
4 0.8660c .0.034 .0.153
6 0.9123 .0.097 ,0.194
7 0.9254 0.331 0.248

10 0.9303 0.027 0.159

aReference 1.
bReference 14.
cReference 4.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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K2 /uK1u in the vicinity of the spin-reorientation point value
shows a local maximum forK2 /uK1u'3.5, and gradually
decreases with the subsequent increase ofK2 /uK1u. The
Hc /Ha curve for positiveK1 , when increasingK2 /K1 , has a
minimum forK2 /K1'211 followed by a local maximum in
the vicinity of the spin-reorientation point. There is anoth
local minimum forK2 /K1'26, followed by the maximum
for K2 /K1'9; for higherK2 /K1 the anisotropy field equals
2K1 /Ms , and the curve is identical with the correspondi
hc curve shown in Fig. 6~a!.

One can see that for both positive and negativeK1 the
variation in theHc /Ha curves is approximately three time
smaller than that in thehc curves.

A parameter, derived from the hysteresis andMd(H)
curves, is sometimes used for estimation the interparticle
teraction effects, i.e., the so-called coercivity factor27 ~CF!,
defined as CF5(Hr /Hc21)3100. For noninteracting fine
particle systems with uniaxial anisotropy27 CF'9%, and for
cubic anisotropy withK250, the corresponding values are10

CF'4% for K1,0 and CF'6% for K1.0. Deviations of
experimentally obtained CF values from the above theor
cal ones are usually attributed to interparticle interactio
When the anisotropy is made up of a cubic magnetocrys
line and uniaxial components, rather high CF values h
been calculated for some uniaxial anisotropy directions
dominant uniaxial anisotropy.17 This means that even for ef
fectively ‘‘uniaxial’’ particles, the CF values can be muc
higher than those for pure uniaxial or cubic anisotropy.

For the cases considered in the present work, due to
very small difference between thehc andhr values for both
positive and negativeK1 , the CF does not overcome 9%.

D. Remanent magnetization plots

A technique based on a comparison of the above m
tioned remanence curves has been extensively used for

ee

FIG. 6. Coercivity vsK2 /uK1u for both negative and positiveK1 ; ~a!
Hc /(2uK1u/Ms) and ~b! Hc /Ha .
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mation of interaction effects in fine-particle systems in t
last decade. For noninteracting single-domain uniaxial
isotropy particles, these curves are connected via the W
farth relation24 Md(H)5122Mr(H). Henkel28 first noted
that the experimental variation ofMd(H) with Mr(H) for
heterogeneous alloys gave plots showing both positive
negative curvature. Kellyet al.29 have used the remanenc
curves to estimate interactions in granular thin films, due
the so-calleddM plot,

dM ~H !5Md~H !2112Mr~H !.

Usually, negativedM values are taken to indicate ‘‘de
magnetizing’’ interaction, i.e., interactions that tend to sta
lize the demagnetized state; positive values are attribute
interactions promoting the magnetized state. This is tr
however, for the uniaxial anisotropy case only. For the c
of pure cubic anisotropy, for both positive and negativeK1

~and K250), the dM plots for the noninteracting case a
positive.10 When cubic and uniaxial components coexist, t
correspondingdM may show a great variety of shapes wh
the uniaxial anisotropy does not dominate.17 Also, the
Mr(H) curve depends on the method by which the dem
netized state is produced. From dc, ac, or thermal dema
tization one can obtain very different initial magnetizati
andMr(H) curves, and the correspondingdM plots can dif-
fer significantly.

In the present study remanence curves and the co
spondingdM plots have been calculated for variousK2 /uK1u
ratios. Some representativedM plots obtained after therma
demagnetization are shown in Fig. 7 for negative and p
tive K1 . For the cases when there are two types of ene
minima, i.e., K2 /uK1u is in the vicinity of the spin-
reorientation points, theMr(H) curves and subsequently th

FIG. 7. RepresentativedM plots for severalK2 /uK1u values for the cases o
negative~a! and positive~b! K1 . The numbers denote theK2 /uK1u ratios.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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dM plots, obtained after ac and thermal demagnetized sta
are different. Curves obtained after dc demagnetization h
not been considered.

When K1,0 the dM plots have, in practice, positive
values only. The exceptions are the plots for posit
K2 /uK1u, but the negative values in these curves are v
small as compared to the positive ones.

For K1.0 there is a very small variation of thedM
plots for K2 /K1.29; for sufficiently high absolute value
~and negative! K2 /K1 , the dM plots obtained after ac de
magnetization differ from the ones obtained after therm
demagnetization, showing negative values for smallh. The
dM plot for positiveK1 andK2 /K15218, obtained after ac
demagnetization, is shown in Fig. 7~b! as well.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT

The predicted remanence behavior is compared with
one of a Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 sample, a rare-earth iron Laves com
pound representing spin-reorientation transition of the eas
direction of magnetization19–21 from ^110& to ^111& in the
vicinity of 85 K.

A bulk Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 alloy button was prepared by arc
melting of the starting materials under an argon atmosph
The button was remelted several times and vacuum anne
for 3 weeks at 1050 °C in order to produce a single-ph
alloy. Subsequently, it was powderized by ball-milling for
h in cyclohexane, using 7 mm diameter agate balls in
quartz cylinder and a roller mill.

The structural characterization was performed via c
ventional x-ray powder diffraction performed on a Philip
X’Pert Materials Research Diffractometer~MRD! machine
employing CuKa radiation. The analysis of the bulk mate
rial indicates a cubic crystal structure. The diffraction patte
for the milled sample is practically identical with the one
the bulk alloy. No traces of extra phases, including oxid
are observed.

The magnetization data were acquired for this nonori
tated fine powder sample by a superconducting quantum
terference device~SQUID! magnetometer with a maximum
applied field of 50 kOe. Hysteresis loops were measure
two temperatures, 5 and 300 K. These loops are show
Fig. 8 and it can be seen that their shape is characteristi
a sample consisting of two magnetic phases: very small
ticles that exhibit superparamagnetism~at sufficiently high
temperature, the magnetization vectors of these particles
thermally agitated over their potential barriers, permitti
them to rotate around their equilibrium directions! respon-
sible for the slope of the high field magnetization, and larg
ferromagnetic particles, which account for the hystere
Both loops are closed at fields rather smaller than the m
mum applied field, which means that the anisotropy field
the ferromagnetic phase is lower than the maximum app
field for the whole temperature interval.

In Fig. 9 the saturation remanent magnetizationMr , the
magnetization at 50 kOe, and the zero-field cooled magn
zation at an applied field of 5 kOe as a function of the te
perature from 5 to 300 K for the Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 sample are
plotted. For the saturation remanence vs temperature m
surement, the sample was cooled from 300 to 10 K in a fi
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
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of 50 kOe; at each measurement temperature the magne
tion was measured, the field was removed, andMr was mea-
sured, then the field was applied again and the tempera
was subsequently lowered. This procedure and the fact
the ferromagnetic phase is saturated at 300 K~closed hyster-
esis loop!, assure that the curve in Fig. 9~a! represents the
saturation remanence of the ferromagnetic part of
sample. It was not possible, however, to plot theMr /Ms

curve for the whole temperature range; as seen in Fig. 9~b!,
M (T) for H550 kOe does not correspond toMs(T) due to
the presence of the superparamagnetic~increasing with the
temperature raise! phase.

The most interesting feature of Fig. 9 is the well e
pressed singularity in theMr vs T dependence forT'85 K.
This is exactly the temperature for which the sp
reorientation transition of the easiest directions of magn
zation from ^110& to ^111& occurs for this compound whe
increasing T according to the one-ion model theo
predictions.19 The general trend to decrease ofMr with the
temperature raise is due to the superparamagn
ferromagnetic phase ratio increase withT, which is sup-
ported by the rather fast but gradual decrease of the ma
tization for H550 kOe as seen in Fig. 9~b!. To explain the
singularity in theMr dependence, one should compare t
curve with that shown in Fig. 2~a!. One can do this compari
son despite the fact that the ferromagnetic part of our sam
could contain larger particles; the numericalMr /Ms values
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 4~a! are valid for polycrystalline
samples as well.4 The temperature increase is equivalent t
K2 /uK1u decrease when starting from values higher than
both plots show the same feature: a maximum in the vicin
of the ^110& to ^111& easiest direction transition. This spin
reorientation transition atT585 K is also confirmed by the
rather abrupt reduction of the magnetization in theM (T)

FIG. 8. Hysteresis loops for a 5 h ball-milled Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 sample at 5 K
~a! and at room temperature~b!.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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dependence forH55 kOe shown in Fig. 9~c!. When T is
increased in this temperature range, the number of ea
axes is reduced from 6 to 4. This leads, for the majority
the particles, to changes of their equilibrium states, and s
sequently, to a decrease of their magnetization projecti
along the applied field direction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The magnetization and remanent magnetization cur
have been calculated for a disordered system of noninter
ing single-domain particles with cubic anisotropy, taking in
consideration the first two anisotropy constants; the calc
tions cover a much widerK2 range than previous ones. Th
dependencies of the coercivity and the remanence coerc
on K2 have been discussed. It has also been obtained
due to the very small difference between thehc andhr val-
ues, the coercivity factor does not overcome 9%.

dM plots have been constructed for several represe
tive K2 /uK1u ratios and it has been obtained that they a
predominantly positive.

The calculated saturation remanence vsK2 /uK1u depen-
dencies for both positive and negativeK1 show maxima in
the vicinity of the spin-reorientation transitions of the easi

FIG. 9. ~a! Remanence magnetizationMr , ~b! magnetizationM at H550
kOe, and~c! zero-field cooled curve at 5 kOe for a Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 sample as
a function of the temperature.
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directions of magnetization. TheMr /Ms for the case when
the face diagonalŝ110& are the easiest magnetization orie
tations has been analytically determined, i.e.,Mr

50.9123Ms . It has been shown that when more than o
type of easiest directions coexist, due to the history dep
dence of the remanent magnetization,Mr /Ms can only be
obtained numerically.

The predicted remanence behavior for systems re
senting spin-reorientation was compared with the one o
Tb0.6Ho0.4Fe2 powder sample, and an excellent agreem
between numerical and experimental data in the sp
reorientation transition region has been found.
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APPENDIX

Wohlfarth and Tonge13 have shown that ifn equivalent
easiest axes are distributed in a plane, the reduced rema
magnetizationMr /Ms5

1
2n sin(p/2n). For n52 this gives

1/A2 or approximately 0.7071. In order to calculate the m
netization curves for a disordered system of noninterac
single-domain particles with such a biaxial anisotropy,
used the energy expression given by Eq.~1!, where the sec-
ond term was substituted byK28a3

2, considering positiveK1

andK28 . The total free energy in units of 2K1 becomes

FIG. 10. Representative hysteresis loops calculated for a disordered sy
of noninteracting single-domain particles with biaxial anisotropy. The in
shows the dependence of the normalized coercivities on theK28/K1 ratio.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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~sin4 g sin2 2q1sin2 2g!1

K28

2K1
cos2 g2h cosw.

If K28K1>1, there are only four easiest orientation
@100#, @010#, @1̄00#, and @01̄0#, i.e., the two principal cube
axes in theXY plane. The anisotropy fieldHa of the system
equals 2A2K1 /Ms for K28/K1P@1,2#, and 2A6/9(1
1K28/K1)3/2K1 /Ms if K28/K1.2.

Hysteresis loops calculated forK28/K151, 2, and 3 are
shown in Fig. 10. The inset in the figure shows the dep
dence of the normalized coercivities on theK28/K1 ratio. It
was obtained thathc5Hc /(2K1 /Ms)50.416 for K28/K1

51, and weakly and gradually increases when increas
K28/K1 . The reduced toHa coercivity, however, increase
starting from 0.294 forK28/K151, reaches its maximum o
0.304 forK28/K152, and then decreases gradually for furth
increase of the anisotropy constants ratio, reaching asy
totically 0 whenK28/K1→`.

The corresponding initial magnetization curves, rem
nence curves,dM plots, and coercivity factors can be readi
calculated.
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